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MA3AUTOMATIC STARTER SIZE W

An is l^ofehsas®^ In
’awwars ti/aj

Date cf designs 1980,
Ftster rating,- 1 to 3 kW,
Reference?- Admiralty Handbook of W/T (1931) paragraph 347,
The W size automatic starter is soaewhâ  similar to the size (see page MAS)? it is some

what simpler however and will in future be adopted fcr machines of 3 KW and less wherever possible 
(L,e,s wherever the machines are started with no load), A complete sketch of the starter is shown 
in figure a,

H® starting solenoid soil (10) is cf differed winding for 100/110 volt and 220 volt 
starters respectively* and also when in 220 volt gtartar̂ te ĝpqffidsd with a reducing resistance;i

ip v o X i' starters ^ 8  reducing resistant'?

...iiSS- ĵraw ); An»4yBQ/i«ao iwmlW j>i>.iuinl iin.v 
■mfmd The resistances used are as follows;̂

Voltage, Eeoneoy Resistance, Reducing Resistance.
220 500 (earlier ty»s)iJafa. 1000 (earlier types adjusted to 805)
220 SCX^^tar 1000 (later types adjusted as necessary),

100/ilD 5oo «**», ®W* hlortfi
A simplified stetoh of the operating oirouits is shewn in figure to,, and of the motor 

starting oirouits in figure c„
YJheh the "ON" push (27) is pressed the circuit is ocapleted from positive through the re

ducing resistance’(l) (if in use) the ©ccmsray switch (9) the eddy current brake ocdl (8) the start
ing solenoid coil (ID) the contacts of the overload switch (29) and the "CStf" push (27) to negative 
When the operation of starting is completed;, the eochosy switch (9) is open circuited by means of a 
stud on the connecting bar between the solenoid rod and the contact bar (12) and the eddy current 
brake coil (8) thereby out out cf circuit. The solenoid coil (ID) is then kept energised, however, 
through the economy resistance (IB), which is cf a much higher order than the resistance of the eddy 
current brake coil (8).

The self sustaining switch (11) in this starter is a V shaped insulated plug fixed to the 
lower end cf the starting solenoid arm which opens two contacts cf a jack when the starter is in the 
"OFF" position and <3ksm the contacts to close when the arm has moved a short distanoe cf its tra
vel upward.

The overload switch (29) will breads the circuit of the starting solenoid (ID) if the cur
rent to the motor armature (24) is excessive. The overload switch (29) can be made to operate be
tween 30 and 60 amps fcr 100/110 volt starters and 20 and 40 amps for 290 Volt starters by an ad
justing screw (34) which varies the travel between ttoa overload switch armature and the overload
coil.

The magnetic blow out (4) functions at the last connecting Stop (13)'of the smarting re
sistance and has an asbestos plate as a protection from arcing,

A separate copper stop (16) connects directly with the contact arm (12) when the starter 
is full on to short circuit the stops cf the starting resistance (19) in case cf bad contact 
between the contact arm (12) and the intermediate stops.

The starting resistance (19) reducing resistance (l) and eoonony resistance (16) are 
mounted on the back cf the starter panel* as shown In figure e.? and the starter is therefore self 
contained.

n o .  a F ig. e
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MASAUTOMATIC STARTER SIZE X
Date of design ̂  3925c
Power ratling;* - 8 to 20 ML
Reference;— Admiralty Handbook cf W/T (1831) paragraph 34? „
The "X" size auto starter is the largest size automatic starter used with service W/T

machines*
A complete sketch of the starter is shown in figure a» which is identical with f igure 

102 of the Admiralty Handbook cf W/T (1931) and the action cf the starter is clearly explained in 
paragraph 247̂

No overload switch is fitted as the starter and machines are protected by circuit breakers 
or fuses in the supply to the starter*

The starting resistance (19) farms a separate unit from the starter .but the reducing 
resistance (1) and econony resistance (IS) are fitted on the back of the starter panel.
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AUTOMATIC STARTER SIZE Y MA7

Date cf design:- 1936.
Power r a t i n g : 5 to 8 kW.
References - Admiralty Handbook of W/T (1931) paragraph 347.
The Y size automatic starter is somewhat similar to the X size, see page MAS, but ha® ah 

overload svdtoh (29) fitted.
A complete sketch of the starter is shown in figure a. a simplified sketch of the operat

ing circuits in figure b., and cf the mater starting circuits in figure o.
The bobbin of the overload switch (29) is connected in parallel with a shunt resist̂ *©

(30) by means of a link (31). Hie link (31) is removed when the starter is used with machines 
smaller than 5 kW. so that the whole motor current passes through the bobbin to operate the overload, 
switch (29).

With the exception of the overload switch (29) shunt resistance (30) and link (31) figure 
a, is similar to figure 102 of the Admiralty Handbook of W/T (1931) and the action of the starter 
is clearly explained in paragraph 347.

In type T alias starters the redooritag resistance (l) eos&V resistance 
(10) and starting resistance (19) are fitted; together and fer® a separate unit from the starter.

Ho self sustaining switch (11) is -fitted in the earlier types and the starter is switched 
on by a single switch, in place of the "ON” push (37), which remains closed after making and is net 
broken until switched off by the operator. Should the overload switch (29) operate under these con
ditions the circuit through the solenoid coil (10) is broken and the starter falls off. The over
load switch (39) will then return to its normal position, completing the circuit through the sole
noid coil (10), and the starter is again switched on. If the current through the overload (29) is 
still excessive the overload switch (29) will again operate and the solenoid circuit again be broken. 
The overload will therefore continue to break and make the solenoid bobbin circuit, switching the 
starter off and on, as long as the motor is taking an excessive current, causing the starter to 
"chatter".

To avoid this a retaining catch (32) is fitted to the overload switch (29) in the earlier 
type of Y size starters whioh retains the overload switch (29) in the off position until reset by 
hand, figures d. and e. show the later type.
NOTE The W and Z size starters have no retaining catch (32) and will therefore "chatter" when

an overload occurs if the control is wired through a single switch as stated above.

• ft i*'h£ # # J
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Date of designs- 1926,
Fewer ratings- to 3 l i .
Reference.- A&airalty Handbook ef W/T (1931) paragraph 3̂ 7,
Use 21 sis® automatic sorter is one cf tile earlier type of starters and will be replaced 

by tbs ff size in dm course,
A complete sketch at the starter is Shown in figure a. a simplified sketch of the operat

ing circuits in figure bc and cf the motor starting circuits in figure c,
Whenthe ”01“ push (27) is pressed the circuit is completed from positive through the over- 

load coil (29) the eddy esrrsat brake switch (331 the reducing resistance (1) (if in use) the con
tacts at the overload switch (29) the starting solenoid coil (iD)and the push (27) to negative. 

The eddy current brake switch (33) short circuits the eddy current brake doll (8) and 
economy switch (9) whan the starter is in the off position by making contact with an extension at 
the bottom cf the start®? am, A stud on the starter panel limits the movement of the eddy current 
brake switch (33) and breaks the contact between the starter arm (12) and the switch (33) when the 
starter arm moves a short distance upward,

Hi© economy resistance (18) is short, circuited by the bobbin of the overload switch (29) 
and the coil of the eddy current brake (8) (which are of a much lower resistance than the economy 
resistance (19)) when the economy switch (9) is closed.

The final msarasaent of the starter arm (12) operates the economy switch (9) which breaks the 
circuit of the eddy current brake coil (8) and thus the short circuit of the economy resistance (1 
This has the effect of introducing the economy resistance (18) in the circuit to the starting sole-’ 
noid coil (10),

The bobbin of the overload switch (29) is in the operating circuits cf the starter* as 
shown in figure b, until the economy switch (9) is broken. When the economy switch (9) has been 
broken by the starter arm (12) the bobbin of the overload switch (29) is in the supply t© the motor 
only as shown in figure o, The overload switch (29) will break the circuit of the starting solenoid 
(10) and switch the starter off if the current to the mater is excessive.

The magnetic blow out (4) functions at the last connecting stop (13) cf the startisjg re
sistance to prevent arcing, A separate copper stop (15) connects directly with the contact arm (12) 
when the starter is full on to short circuit the stops cf the starting resistance (19) in case cf 
bad contact between the contact arm (12) and the intermediate stops.

The self sustaining switch (11) and "dP" push (28) function as described in Admiralty 
Handbook of W/T (1931) paragraph 24%

The starting resistance (19) reducing resistance (1) and economy resistance (16) are 
mounted behind the starter panel as a separate unit and secured to the panel by bolts.

AUTOMATIC STARTER SIZE Z MA9


